Abstract-Automation in ground vehicles has been gaining momentum in recent years highlighted by the significant number of public demonstrations in the last two decades. This momentum has created an urgency within research organizations, vehicle manufacturers and academia to solve existing problems with autonomous vehicle technology to make it usable in the real world. As autonomous ground vehicles operate in close proximity to one another, the margin of error for navigation is smaller than in other domains such as aerospace and marine application. The realworld driving scenarios for the autonomous ground vehicle can sometimes be predictable and unpredictable at other times, demanding different behaviours from the autonomous vehicle for successful navigation. To satisfy such as requirement, the autonomous vehicle should exhibit the capability to adapt to through deliberative planning in predictable environments and reactive planning in unpredictable environments. In this paper, we describe a hybrid control software framework designed to incorporate behaviour planning algorithms that are capable of both deliberative and reactive planning. The paper describes the development of this novel adaptive autonomous control software framework and validates it through both virtual testing and real world testing environments.
INTRODUCTION An autonomous ground vehicle should be capable of operating in different environments, such as city driving, rural driving and highway driving. All these driving environments create different path planning challenges for the autonomous vehicle, depending on the type of road layouts (crossroads, Tjunction, roundabouts etc.) as well as the traffic situation (dense/sparse traffic). The planning challenges in these scenarios are also very specific, i.e. each of these scenarios demand a specific type of behaviour responses from the autonomous vehicle. The capability of the autonomous vehicle to organise and make sense of the known information and being able to intelligently adapt to the scenario plays a key role in successful autonomous navigation.
The real-world driving scenario can either be predictable or unpredictable at different times and for an autonomous vehicle to be successful in generating a collision free motion plan, it needs an autonomous control software framework that is capable of both deliberative and reactive planning to avoid collision with other actors in the scene. At a high-level, the autonomous control software consists of three main areas: Perception, Path Planning and Motion Control. Perception involves localisation (knowing where the vehicle is in the environment) and situation awareness (knowing what is around the vehicle). Path Planning is a process by which the autonomous vehicle continuously generates traversable motion trajectories for the vehicle. Motion Control is a process of generating the necessary vehicle steering and acceleration/braking actuation to follow the planned motion trajectory. The specific focus of this paper is the development and testing of the adaptive control software framework, which is expected to facilitate the future development of path planning algorithms. Although the Perception and Motion Control algorithms discussed in the following sections were implemented as part of this work, they were only intended as supporting software algorithms for testing of the path planning algorithms within the adaptive autonomous control software framework. This framework described in Fig 1 was derived through a comprehensive review of the autonomous vehicle control literature [1] . Over the last two decades, there is increased attention in the scientific community to develop path planning solution to enhance the intelligence of automation ground vehicle systems. This attention stems from the significant progress made in this Maradona Rodrigues also works with the Department of Advanced Engineering at Tata Motors European Technical Centre Plc, who are the sponsors for this study.
area as showcased in a successful demonstration of autonomous vehicle technologies [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Although the progress made in all the three main areas of the control software framework was significant, these projects did not explore the full breadth of real-world complexity. The tests were also carried out in controlled conditions i.e., they were either with a human supervisor on the autonomous vehicle [8] [9] [10] or monitored remotely with the capability to stop the vehicle in unpredictable scenarios [11] . To be able to operate without human supervision the autonomous vehicle should be capable of intelligently adapting its behaviours in complex and dynamically changing scenarios.
The proposed hybrid control software framework describes the integration of the three main areas: The Perception, Path Planning and Motion Control. All these are briefly discussed in section II, with a specific focus on the development of path planning algorithms. This capability was validated through both simulation and real-world tests. The vehicle platform used for the real world tests was a Tata ACE Electric vehicle shown in Fig 2 , which was equipped with a high precision positioning system for establishing the vehicle location in the environment and an IBEO LIDAR sensor suite for obstacle detection. This paper focuses on validating a three level path planner control software framework for autonomous ground vehicle application with a simplified behaviour planner. The ultimate goal is to use this validated framework and incorporate a tactical behaviour planner for adaptive autonomous vehicle decision making [1] . The rest of this paper is organised as follows, section II briefly describes the designed control software framework along with the description of the path planning algorithms, section III gives a selection of the simulation and real-world test results, before concluding with section VI.
II. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION Matlab was used as a control development platform for this work, and the control software framework was designed as modular structure as shown in 
A. The Perception Implementation
Depending on the test scenario the level of perception required can vary and involves processes such as data filtering, sensor data fusion, object classification etc. to generate the necessary knowledge of the vehicle location and its surroundings. It is also limited to the sensor suite on the vehicle as different sensors such as camera, LIDAR, RADAR etc. have their own advantages and limitations, and very often a combination of them all is required to generate the necessary coverage and confidence of the perceived environment. The perception system implemented for the Tata ACE vehicle involved 'localisation' through the use of a high precision GPS-IMU integrated system and the knowledge of the surrounding was built through the use of the IBEO Lidar system. The IBEO LIDAR system had inbuilt fusion and classification algorithms, which provided the processed surrounding information to the vehicle in the relative local coordinate system. PolySync core was used as a runtime and development infrastructure for the perception system which allowed for easy integration of the sensors information to form a world representation around the vehicle [12] . Fig 4 is a snapshot of the LIDAR sensor fusion output on the Tata ACE, with the ACE vehicle marked in blue and the obstacle when detected through point cloud and classified, are marked by red bounding boxes. 
B. Motion Control Implementation
Motion control involves generating the necessary steering and acceleration-brake actuation commands for enabling the autonomous vehicle to follow a planned trajectory by the path planner. Therefore, the motion controller is tasked with controlling the vehicle's lateral and longitudinal motion [13] . The motion control implementation in our control software framework was designed through two separate but mutually influencing control functions, for lateral and longitudinal control of the vehicle. The lateral motion control function takes the vehicle trajectory as a reference and generates the real-time steering actuation commands to steer the front wheels of the vehicle using the vehicle current position and wheel angle feedback. The longitudinal motion control function takes the vehicle speed demand from the reference trajectory and generates in real-time the acceleration and brake actuation commands using the vehicle measured speed feedback. A well designed and tuned PID control technique was used in this work for both the lateral and longitudinal control functions. The 2017 IEEE International Conference on Autonomous Robot Systems and Competitions (ICARSC) April 26-28, Coimbra, Portugal capability of the two functions was tuned to the acceptable level of performance through back-to-back vehicle tests.
C. Path Planning Implementation
A three-level hierarchical path planning framework was developed to facilitate the development of an adaptive control capability for the autonomous vehicle. Fig 5 describes the schematic of the path planning scheme with its three planner functions. The global planner is the first of the three planners and is designed with the objective of planning a global path for the autonomous vehicle connecting its present location to the final desired destination [14] . The global path which is generated in the form of sparsely separated waypoints forms the reference path for the vehicle to follow. This path is then used by the behaviour planner and the local planner to be able to continuously generate motion trajectories in real-time to arrive at the desired final destination. The algorithm flow for the global path planner is described through a pseudo-code shown in Table I , where the subject vehicle is the autonomous vehicle. While (subject vehicle has not reached its final destination)
1. Determine the set of global position nodes that connect to form an optimal path according to the selected objective (shortest travel time, shortest travel distance, maximum fuel economy).
2. Generate a discretised path waypoint for the optimal set of nodes to form a global path output.
In the current implementation only a single path was chosen, therefore only the second part of the global path planning function was used.
The second type of planner in the path planning solution is the behaviour planner, which is designed to generate high-level vehicle behaviours using the global path as a reference and with the information gathered by the perception system. The planner functions are modelled using the methodology described in our previous publication [1] . In the current implementation, the behaviour prediction function is not included and therefore it this work assumes that the behaviours of the other actors as predictable. Fig 6 describes the planning time slice, at each iteration of the behaviour planner execution. The behaviour planner consists of a tactical behaviour decision function for deliberative decision making and an operational behaviour function for reactive decision making. The planner selects the appropriate motion behaviours with the knowledge of its surroundings through its Situation Awareness (SA) function. The developed behaviour planner can plan behaviours within the sensor range of the vehicle. In the current implementation, this range was limited to 50m in the ACE vehicle, which subsequently limited the top speed of the vehicle to 20kph. This sensor range, and hence the vehicle top speed will be improved in future trials. The algorithm flow for the behaviour planner is shown in Table II . While (subject vehicle has not reached its final destination)
Determine the actors of interest in the scene (Situational Awareness). 2. Predict the behaviour of the actors of interest (Behaviour Prediction). 3. Select the tactical (follow-on / stop) and operational
(accelerate/decelerate/cruise) behaviours for the vehicle.
The current implementation had limited tactical behaviour implementation, which was sufficient for the scenario used for testing. Further behaviours modes such as overtaking, merging etc. will be added to give the planner capability to handle other real world scenarios.
The third and the final planner in the path planning solution is the local path planner. The local planner is designed with the objective to generate traversable, obstacle free, look-ahead trajectories in real-time [15] . To enable the generation of the look-ahead trajectory, the local planner uses the information of the environment such as the road boundaries, the curvature of the road, the speed limits and information of obstacles within the vicinity of the subject vehicle. The local planner uses the selected tactical and operational behaviours by the behaviour planner to generates a generate the motion trajectory. The algorithm flow for the local path planner is shown in Table III 3. Using the information of the environment such as the road boundaries, static and dynamic obstacle, filter the trajectories to continuously select two trajectories: optimal trajectory (with objectives such as motion comfort and travelled distance) and emergency trajectory (with safety as the only objective for emergency scenarios).
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III. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section is split into two parts, with the first part describing the simulation set-up and testing of the path planning and motion control algorithms in a virtual environment, and the second part covers the real world testing on the vehicle platform Tata ACE.
A. Algorithm Testing in Simulation
The path planning and motion control algorithms described in section II were programmed in Matlab Simulink and tested in a simulation platform called PreScan. PreScan is an environmental modelling software that enables generation of artificial test scenarios for testing of ADAS and autonomous vehicle control algorithms [16] . The building a test scenario in PreScan is illustrated through a 4-step process in Fig 7 . PreScan allows for the integration of custom developed control systems, and also allows for integrating vehicle dynamic plant model through its Matlab Simulink environment. Fig 8 describes the integration of the control software (path planning and motion control algorithms) and vehicle dynamic plant model in PreScan. In this work the vehicle plant model of Tata Ace Electric vehicle was built within Matlab Simulink and using the data collected from on-road testing, the model parameters were tuned to generate dynamic responses that represented the real vehicle. This model allowed the vehicle responses to be simulated in the virtual environment and therefore allow initial testing of the algorithms in a safe setting. A virtual test scenario was built in PreScan consisting of straight sections of the road and three roundabouts as shown in Fig 9 (a) . A scenario with roundabouts was chosen as it represented a good test case for evaluating both vehicles lateral and longitudinal motion performance. The path planning output is depicted in Fig 9 (b) , where the global path is described by the major plot and the local path planning which involves generating the trajectories and selecting the best trajectory is shown in the enlarged section of Fig 9(b) . The behaviour planner selected the tactical and operational behaviours for the motion of the subject vehicle. Fig 10  describes the time series mapping of the behaviour plans. The virtual test scenario was built without any moving actors, which meant the tactical behaviour planner demanded the "follow-on" behaviour for most of the travel distance until the autonomous vehicle approached its final destination. The
operational behaviour showed a consistent shift of operation behaviour modes, depending on the road layout and the existing scenarios conditions. When approaching the three roundabouts the operation behaviour demanded the vehicle to slow its speed due to the impending high curvature road layout, it also demanded the vehicle cursing behaviour when travelling within the three roundabout and finally it accelerated to achieve the desired road speed by demanding acceleration mode in the straight sections of the road.
The autonomous vehicle motion control performance was evaluated in simulation by comparing the vehicle lateral and longitudinal command to the response from the vehicle model. Fig 11 shows a close matching of the vehicle speed response which was used to qualify the vehicle longitudinal motion control performance and the steer angle response which validates the vehicle lateral motion control performance. 
B. Algorithm Testing in the Vehicle.
After having tested the control framework in a virtual environment, the algorithms were then auto-coded into a realtime controller platform, Speedgoat. The controller was then used on the Tata ACE vehicle, which was equipped with the necessary calibrated sensing units. The test scenario used for the real-world testing is shown in Fig 12(a) , which describes the vehicle going around two bends which had two crossroads intersections. In the real-world test, a human driven vehicle was used as a moving actor in the scene, and two crossroad intersection scenarios were emulated to check the vehicle tactical and operational behaviour performance. The Global path planning was carried out in Cartesian coordinate system, and the global position converted to patrician using the Universal Transverse Mercator system. For dealing with smaller coordinate numbers the vehicle starting point was used as the global zero reference. Fig 12(b) describes the creation of the global path plan for the autonomous Tata ACE vehicle in the current test scenario. The situation awareness function of the behaviour planner evaluates the vehicle surroundings for determining the surrounding obstacle criticality and conflict with the subject vehicle motion path. The situation awareness function of the behaviour planner module generated a flag to indicate when the moving obstacle (human-driven vehicle) was in conflict with the vehicle path. This phenomenon is described by in Fig 13 . The behaviour planner then generated the tactical and operational behaviours plans for the given scenario, which are described through a time series plot shown in Fig14. The behaviour planner output shows consistent behaviour planning by both the tactical and operational behaviour planning functions for the existing scenario. The tactical behaviour planning function demanded the vehicle to stop twice on the planned global path when the situation awareness function estimated that the motion of the other actor in the scene was in conflict with the host vehicle motion path. The operational behaviour responded according to the chosen tactical plan to decelerate to a safe stop.
The operational behaviour planner also changed the behaviour of the vehicle at tight corners as shown by the demand to lower the speed at time 105s to account for the increasing curvature of the road. The autonomous motion control performance in real-world tests was then evaluated by comparing the controller lateral and longitudinal control command with the vehicle response as shown in Fig 15 and Fig 16 respectively . The errors in the steering response and the speed response highlighted the need to improve the current implementation of the motion controller. However, the current performance did suffice to test the hybrid control software framework which was the prime focus of this study.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we described the design, implementation and testing of a modular hybrid autonomous vehicle control software framework, which is capable of deliberative and reactive planning. This development of the control framework involved the integration of the perception, path planning and motion control algorithms that were implemented in Matlab Simulink. The control software framework was then validated by first testing in a virtual testing environment-PreScan, by building an artificial test scenario. The simulation set-up developed in this work gives a robust testing environment for testing the algorithms in safe virtual setting, which also reduced the time required for real-world tests. Once the performance of the planning and motion control algorithms were deemed to be satisfactory, they were then auto-coded on the vehicle real-time controller for real-world testing. The resulting performance evaluation in both simulation and real-world testing showed the acceptable level of performance while also highlighting the areas of improvement.
Crucially the control software framework is designed with the aim of it being scalable to accommodate future development of the behaviour planner algorithms. The next phase of the development is to develop, integrate and tests adaptive tactical behaviour planner described in [1] , within the control software framework.
